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But, there are many situations where also preferences over features may be a natural way for the user to signal what types of
items she likes. For instance, a user may like an item because of
its specific features, e.g., the actors of the movie, and express her
preferences by commenting such features. In fact, recently, some
authors have tried to exploit these type of preferences. In [9] the authors proposed a recommendation model that combines both item
related preferences (item likes) with feature-based preferences (feature likes) in order to generate recommendations. Besides, Content
Based approaches, even though are built by collecting ratings for
items, they explicitly refer to features of the items in the generated
user model, and in Utility based approaches [1] the relative importance of the item features is used to generate recommendations.
In this paper we also try to model and use user preferences
expressed over features. To achieve this goal, we have extended
a recommendation model based on item comparisons and studied
how preferences over features could be encoded as comparisons
between items. Modeling user preferences over features in the form
of pairwise item comparisons has not been explored in RSs so far.
In order to encode feature preferences into comparisons between
items we define a rule to selectively identify the best set of item
comparisons that effectively express the given feature preferences.
For instance, when a user’s favorite feature is ‘action’ then we
form pairwise comparisons between items which have the ‘action’
feature and some of the items that are not ‘action’. It is worth
noting that a naive approach would generates a quadratic number
of comparisons (as function of the items that have or not a target
feature). But not all these comparisons may be necessary. Hence,
we have explored an alternative solution and designed a procedure
for deriving a reduced number of item comparisons: we consider
only the item comparisons that refer to items that were already
mentioned in other item comparisons explicitly made by users,
hence focusing on a denser set of comparisons.
Our results demonstrate that there is a benefit in using item
comparisons derived from feature preferences especially in severe
cold-start situation; and using both types of item comparisons, our
recommendation model improves cold start recommendation for
new users when compared to a model that is based only on item
comparisons. We evaluated the performance of the proposed model
against (a) Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR), (b) Most popular
items (popularity), and (c) Content Based Filtering, which uses
only feature preferences. Our recommendation model has better
recommendation performance against the compared algorithms,
especially in severe cold-start situation. We also show that feature
selection may improve the recommendation quality in the non
cold-start phase.

ABSTRACT
Many Recommender Systems (RSs) rely on user preference data
in the form of ratings or likes for items. Previous research has
shown that item comparisons can also be effectively used to model
user preferences and build RS. However, users often express their
preferences by referring to specific features of the items. For instance, a user may like Italian movies more than Indian ones or like
action-thriller movies. In this paper, we map such preferences over
features to comparisons between items. For instance, when a user’s
favorite feature is ‘action’, we then assume that ‘action’ movies
are preferred to some of the movies that are not ‘action’. In this
work we effectively incorporate these feature based comparisons in
a RS and show that such preferences can be effectively combined
along with other item comparisons. Moreover, we also study the
usefulness of the available features.
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INTRODUCTION

Recommender systems (RSs) exploit user’s preferences for items in
the form of explicit or implicit feedback and identify novel items
estimated to be interesting and relevant for the target user [14].
For example, Collaborative Filtering (CF) [14] relies on a user-item
rating matrix and generates recommendations by leveraging ratingbased similarities between users or items. However, ratings have
few disadvantages. For instance, if most of the user rated items
are 5 stars, then it is difficult to understand which items the user
likes the most among them. In our previous research, in order
to address these problems, we have shown that, instead of using
ratings, item comparisons, such as, item A is preferred to item B,
can be effectively used to compute recommendation [6].
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The paper is structured as follows. In the next section we discuss
related work. Next we will describe how to generate item comparisons and the underlying recommendation technology. This is
followed by the description of the conducted experiments and the
obtained results. Finally, we mention some limitations that will be
addressed in future work.

2

The threshold k is the number of liked features that an item must
possess in order to assume that the item is liked. Using Iuk + we can
now generate a set of item comparisons ICF (u) derived from user
u feature preferences:
ICF (u) = {(u,i, j)|i ∈ Iuk + ∧ j ∈ I n \ Iuk+ }
(2)
where (u,i, j) means that user u prefers item i to item j. In our
experiments we will show that different values of k and n will
give rise to different item comparisons and consequently different
performances of the RS.
Mapping Item Preferences to Item Comparisons: We now
derive item comparisons using item preferences in a similar way as
in [13]. For each user we assume that an item i is preferred to item j
if the user liked the item i and not liked the item j. We define Iu+ as
the set of items that a user u has expressed her explicit preference,
i.e., the set of items that the user liked. Using Iu+ we can generate
another set of item comparisons ICI (u), generated by using the
user u item preferences:

RELATED WORK

Collaborative Filtering is a popular recommendation technique and
several improvements of the basic model have been proposed to
improve the model performance by taking advantage of additional
information associated with items [7], e.g., implicit preferences,
content and user features [5], temporal dynamics, contextual conditions [3] and personality information [4]. It has also shown that
incorporating feature information can increase the performance of
top-N recommender systems [11]. Few authors have proposed to
use features while explaining their recommendation to users [18].
In this work, we exploit explicit feature preferences as additional
information. Differently from the above methods, we model them
in the form of item comparisons and we use them in a recommender
that is based on such comparisons.
Modeling user preferences in the form of comparisons has shown
great success. For instance, Bayesian personalized ranking (BPR)
is a popular ranking algorithms that was applied to implicit data.
Several researchers have tried to use additional information, such
as, the number of item views [8, 12], to improve its performance.
In [2] it was shown that by using item comparisons, in a number almost equal to that of ratings, one can produce even better
recommendations.
Popular decision making techniques, such as, Analytic Hierarchy
Processing (AHP) [16] or Conjoint Analysis [17], use comparison
between product features to understand users interest. AHP is a
popular multi-criteria decision making technique where the feature
importance weights are acquired by asking the user to perform
pairwise comparisons between product features. While, Conjoint
Analysis is a technique often used in marketing research that uses
comparisons in order to derive user interests on items. It is often
used to measure, analyze and predict how users are likely to respond
to new features of the existing products or new products being
developed. In our work, we use such feature preferences to derive
comparisons between items.

3

ICI (u) = {(u,i, j)|i ∈ Iu+ ∧ j ∈ I n \ Iu+ }

We note that in Equation 2 and 3, we have used instead of
I to generate item comparisons. If we had instead considered the
sets I \ Iu+ and I \ Iuk+ , we would have generated a much larger
number of item comparisons. In fact, we want to identify a small
set of (important) item comparisons, as, not all the possibly true
item comparisons are important for our goal, which is, to train a
model that will predict missing item comparisons. We consider
important comparisons those among items that were already mentioned in other item comparisons explicitly made by the users. We
concentrate on these because in collaborative filtering, which is
also our target prediction model, an item rating or a comparison
can be predicted only when it belongs to the profile of some users.
As we mentioned above, after obtaining the item comparisons
in ICF (u) and ICI (u), by using equation 2 and 3, we take the union
of them. However, in this way, one can generate conflicts, that is,
one may derive that i is preferred to j and the opposite judgement
from the item preferences. In such cases, we simple ignore the item
comparison obtained from the feature preferences, hence giving
more importance to the item preferences.

4

RECOMMENDATION TECHNIQUES

In this section we present the comparison prediction and item ranking algorithms. When comparisons are used as source of preference
information, the core problem for the RS is to predict unknown
comparisons and aggregate them to produce personalized rankings
of the items. We denote with rui j the true comparison given by the
∗ the predicted one. The prediction
user u to the pair (i, j) and rui
j
formula for unknown comparisons is:
1 X
∗
rui
sim(u,v) ∗ rvi j
(4)
j = |U |
ij

DERIVING ITEM COMPARISONS

Let U be the set of users and I be the set of items. We also denote
with I n the set of items which are liked by at least n users. In
fact, we assume to have a data set that contains (positive-only)
user preferences on items and on features of items. Using this
data set, we will construct, for each user, a profile containing item
comparisons that represent the user preferences over features and
another profile that includes the item comparisons derived from
the preferences expressed over items.
Mapping Feature Preferences to Item Comparisons: Let Fu
be the set of features that the user u likes. We define the set of
implicitly liked items Iuk + as:
Iuk+ = {i ∈ I n : i has at least k features in Fu }

(3)
In

v ∈Ui j

Where Ui j is the set of users that have compared the items i and j,
and sim(u,v) is the similarity score between user u and v. In our
previous research we proposed two user-to-user similarity metrics
for nearest neighbor (NN) approaches for item comparison prediction [6]: (i) Goodman and Kruskal’s gamma (GK) and (ii) Expected
Discounted Rank Correlation (EDRC). In this paper we still use

(1)
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with all the available item preferences, but only with the item
comparisons derived from one single type of feature preferences;
for instance, only preferences over the genre of the movies, and we
compared their performance.
In the training and test split of the data, as we mentioned above,
the feature preferences were either all considered in the training
(in the NNF-GK and NNF-EDRC models) or not (in the NN-GK
and NN-EDRC models), after having converted them into item
comparisons. Instead, we split the item preferences in the dataset
into training (70%), and converted them into item comparisons,
and the remaining (30%) was considered as test item preferences
to predict. This split was randomly produced three times, and the
experimental results are averages of three runs.
For each test user we calculated her personalized ranked list using Equation 5 and tested its quality by using three widely-adopted
ranking metrics:
MRR: Mean Reciprocal Rank averages, for each user, the rank
position in the recommended list Ru , of the test item appearing in
the highest position. We note that we have positive only feedback
so all the test items are considered as relevant.
Recall: Recall is defined as the ratio of the number of test items
retrieved over the total number of items in the test set.
MAP: Mean Average Precision is the average of precision values
at the rank positions where items present in test set occur. This is
further averaged over all test users to give the final precision value.
In Section 3, we have introduced two parameters: k is the minimum number of features that an item must possess in order to
be considered as a liked item; and n is the minimum number of
users that have to like an item in order to use this item in the item
comparisons generated by both item and feature preferences. We
have searched for the optimal values of these parameters, for the
models that uses only the feature preferences, by trying different
combinations of these parameters. We evaluated the model performance (on the test set) using all the considered metrics, but we
show here only the MRR results. Similar results were obtained
for the other metrics. We found that for k = 4 and n = 5, 6, 7 the
system obtains the best results. Figure 1 shows the impact of n
and k on the system performance, for the fixed, best, value of the
other meta-parameter. For different values of k and n, different sets
of item comparisons, and consequently different RS performance,
are obtained. Smaller values of k and n produce larger sets of comparisons, but less indicative of the user preferences; the opposite
holds for large values of k and n. For instance, when k = 4, for
n = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, for each user, on an average, 3674, 1876, 685, 389,
162, and 127 comparisons are generated respectively. In the rest of
our experiments, we used k = 4 and n = 5.

n=5

Figure 1: MRR results for different ‘k’ and ‘n’ values
them. We denote with NN-GK and NN-EDRC the nearest neighbour prediction algorithms that use these two similarity metrics.
After having predicted the missing item comparison we aggregate
them to compute a personalized item score νui by averaging the
∗ predictions, as done by [2, 6]:
rui
j
P
∗
j ∈I \{i } rui j
νui =
(5)
|I |
For each user u the items are then ranked by descending values of
the νui scores.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
5.1 Data Set
In order to test our hypothesis we needed a dataset containing both
item and feature preferences. The only publicly available data set
with such preferences, which we could identify, is the PoliMovie
dataset [10]. For each user in the dataset, there are preferences
expressed explicitly for movies and for their features, in the form
of likes. The dataset contains a total of 420 users and 1962 movies.
Movies are described by features such as genre, cast, direction
and year. There are 3794 distinct features. A total of 4208 item
preferences and 5551 feature preference are in the dataset. Each user
has given at least 4 item preferences and 6 feature preferences and
on an average a user expressed 10 item and 13 feature preferences.

5.2

Evaluation Procedure

We address the following research question: can the item comparisons generated using item and feature preferences be beneficially
combined to produce good recommendation? Moreover, we want
to understand which features are more useful for improving the
recommendation performance.
In order to address the first research question, we built the models NNF-GK and NNF-EDRC, which are NN models with GK or
EDRC user-to-user similarity metrics. They are trained with all the
item comparisons generated from feature preferences (i.e., the sets
ICF (u) for all users) and an increasing number of item comparisons
generated by incrementally converting one item preference for each
user, into the corresponding item comparisons. This means, given
an item preference of the user u for item i we generate the item
comparisons in the set ICI (u) (where in Eq. 3 i is fixed) and we add
them to the training set of the model. We also built the NN-GK and
NN-EDRC models that use only the item comparisons generated
from incrementally considering the item preferences. Hence, we
use the letter ‘F’ to denote a model that also use feature preferences.
In order to investigate the second research question, we built
several versions of the NNF-GK and NNF-EDRC models trained

5.3

Baseline Methods

We have compared the proposed approach to three baseline algorithms.
POP is the non-personalised method that ranks items in terms of
their popularity (the number of likes from all the users).
CBF is a pure content-based method that ignores item preferences
and ranks items based on how well their features match the user’s
feature preferences; it uses the Jaccard similarity of the set of features liked by a user and the set of item features.
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Figure 2: Ranking performance of the considered models. ‘F ’ in the model acronyms signals that the model uses also item
comparisons derived from feature preferences.
Table 1: Recommendation performance for NNF-GK using
different type of feature preferences.

BPR(F)-MF is Bayesian Personalized Ranking with Matrix Factorization [13]. BPR-MF uses only item preferences while BPRF-MF
uses also the item comparisons generated from feature preferences.

5.4

Model
NN-GK + Cast prefs
NN-GK + Country prefs
NN-GK + Year prefs
NN-GK
NN-GK + Genre prefs

Results Evaluation

Figure 2 shows the recommendation performance of the tested
models. We note that the item comparisons generated from feature
preferences are beneficial in the cold start phase: when zero or only
a few (i.e., up to 3) item preferences for each user are considered.
We obtained similar results for Recall@10, hence we do not show
these results. We also show only the performance of our NN model
when the GK similarity measure is used. Very similar results are
obtained for NN-EDRC. Also BPRF-MF, in cold-start situation, can
benefit from the item comparisons derived from feature preferences,
but the performance of this model does not improve much if more
item preferences are used.
However, we also observe that as the number of item preferences
increases, the contribution brought by the item comparisons generated from feature preferences diminishes. Above a certain number
of item preferences (e.g., 4 for NN-GK and 1 for BPR-MF), the feature preferences are not helpful anymore. Hence, in conclusion,
according to this experiment, feature preferences can be useful only
when the RS has access to a small number of item preferences.
In a second experiment, we analyzed the contribution brought
by different types of feature preferences. Since the previous experimental results showed that the impact of feature preferences
decreases after a certain number of item preferences are used, we
wanted to understand if a careful selection of the type of used feature preferences can make them more useful, even in the non cold
start phase. In order to test this, we built several models using: a)
the item comparisons obtained from all the item preferences (in the
training), and b) all the item comparisons generated from a single
type of feature preferences.
Table 1 shows that the recommendation performance using the
preferences over the ‘cast’ of the movie can even give a boost to the
model performance (higher values of the considered metrics). Other
feature preferences are not that useful. Thus, feature preferences
can also be useful when more item preferences are available, but a
feature selection procedure is in order.

6

MAP@10
0.120
0.102
0.102
0.102
0.0197

MRR
0.2999
0.258
0.264
0.265
0.0728

Recall@10
0.187
0.158
0.160
0.156
0.0509

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have incorporated feature based preferences in
a RS that is using item comparisons to model the user and we
have shown that such preferences can help to improve the system
performance, especially in the cold start phase. We also ranked the
features according to their contribution to the system performance.
This has shown that even in the non cold start phase a selective use
of certain feature preferences can improve the performance of a
recommender trained on the item based preferences.
We note that in our approach, in order to use feature preferences, we first identify the items that a user may like because of
their features (Equation 1) and then we generate item comparisons
(Equation 2) for training the model. In the future, we will try to
directly combine these items with those that are explicitly liked by
the user and then derive item comparisons in a single step.
Moreover, in our experiments, we added incrementally the item
comparisons generated from one item preference without following
a particular order. However, one may also want to observe the effect
of alternative active learning item preference selection strategies
[15].
One final observation is related to a limitation of the present
work. Namely, we found the optimal values of the meta-parameters
k and n using a single model that is based on feature preferences
only. We will make a deeper analysis and optimize the metaparameters for each specific tested model. Moreover, we plan to
conduct online experiments to understand when/where different
types of preferences are useful. We aim at identifying important
situation where eliciting feature preferences is especially useful,
e.g., for better explaining the generated recommendations.
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